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Objectives: 
- Agree on a common methodology to use the integral experiments

to validate and constraints the nuclear data improvement. 
- Define and share this methodology between the participants, 

- Apply it to different kinds of integral experiments mainly in public domain

- At the end of the project : estimation of the impact of the new evaluations and 
covariances provided by WP2

- Provide to end users improved uncertainties on neutronic behaviors due to Nuclear Data

WP3: Integral experiments for validation of ND and constraints on COV

Participants
CEA/CAD (F), NRG (NL), JSI (SL), CNRS (F), CIEMAT (E), SCK-CEN (B)

Activities of  this WP : 
Integral experiment analysis  
Validation of nuclear data

Coordinator: CEA/CAD.

Duration: 36 months



Task 1: Scientific coordination (CEA)

Task 2: Definition of a common ND validation process (All)

Task 3: Analysis of integral experiments (All)

Task 4: Determination of the ND trends (All)

List of Deliverables

Milestones
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Kick-Off Meeting:

Meeting end of september
(september, 29, 2010, Cadarache)

Distributed in November to each WP3 participant
and to ANDES Coordinator

TASK 1
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TASK 2

A worldwide generic validation process does not exist yet, but one can note propositions:

Verification and Validation for Nuclear System Analysis Workshop II , Myrtle Beach 24-28 May, 2010

Challenges to Completing Verification, Validation and Uncertainty Quantification in Nuclear Energy Systems Modeling

Richard I. Klein, Paul J. Turinsky, Julian C. Cummings, James R.

Stewart, and Marvin L. Adams

etc…

A 2-steps validation process is proposed for ANDES/WP3
(ISO 9000:2005) aims at separating numerical and physical biais

" Verification "  (solving the equations rightly, numerical step)

" VALIDATION "   (solving the right equations, physical step)

Monte Carlo codes Deterministic codes
An additionnal numerical validation is need
using simplified benchmarks (to test phase-
space meshing, self and mutual shielding

calculations, neutron flux solver…)

European JEFF-3.1.1 library is chosen
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TASK 3/SUBTASK 1: MUSE Ref Core characterization
A fully detailed description is being used to simulate the MUSE-4 core 

using the MCNPX 2.7.d code.

TASK 3/SUBTASK 2: ZPPR10A and SNEAK7 experiments
Calculational scheme for cross-section sensitivity-uncertainty analysis 
based on deterministic transport codes: SUSD3D, DANTSYS/DOORS. 

Covariance matrices of different origin (e.g. SCALE-6 & ANGELO2).

On-going work…



TASK 3/SUBTASK 3: PROFIL Experiment made in PHENIX on 
separate isotopes

The first detailed description of the simplified benchmark was sent on December 2010.
A second one (bug corrected on burn-up determination…) was sent on March 2011.

Calculations with ERANOS, MURE…are on going (CIEMAT, SCK-CEN, CNRS, CEA)

1/Benchmark for (transport+depletion) code validation
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TASK 3/SUBTASK 3: PROFIL Experiment made in PHENIX on 
separate isotopes

Sub assembly in the center of the inner core

PHENIX 250MWé (FBR/Na cooled)

Irradiated fuel pin

Description of the experiment

2/ Nuclear Data validation using the validated ERANOS code



TASK 3/SUBTASK 3: PROFIL Experiment made in PHENIX on 
separate isotopes

Description of the interpretation

1) Flux calculation using ERANOS-2.1/JEFF3.1 deterministic tool: (critical-buckling conditions)

• Reference calculation route: ECCO-1968g-2D-transport → 33g-3D-Diffusion

• Actual cycle follow-up:
Sub-assemblies reloading
Average control rod position during cycles
Temperature follow-up…

<En> ∼ 450 keV



TASK 3/SUBTASK 3: PROFIL Experiment made in PHENIX on 
separate isotopes

Description of the interpretation

2) Fluence scaling:

• Energy deposition calculation: no gamma transport is assumed (local KERMAs)
• The calculated number of fission or absorption in the PROFIL fuel pin (reaction rate) 

is fixed by radiochemical results:

148Nd/238U amount (cumulative yield well known)
236U/235U amount (capture XS)

3) Bateman equations resolution using MECCYCO solver



TASK 3/SUBTASK 3: PROFIL Experiment made in PHENIX on 
separate isotopes

4) Sensitivity analysis using quasi-static perturbation theory

Description of the interpretation

5) Some results of interpretation using JEFF-3.1:
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TASK 3/SUBTASK 4

Criticality February 2011
See A. Kotchetkov presentation



TASK 3/SUBTASK 5: Part of large criticality and shielding benchmarks

pmf1,2,5,6,8,12,13, pci1, pmi2, mcf1,2,3,4

See D. Rochman’s presentation…
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Thank you for your attention


